
YDU SAVE BECAUSE YDU ADD

TBE LIIVSEED DIL YDUHSELF!

Because you add the bulk of the Linseed Oil yourself, you reduce the

manufacturing cost of this paint and thus get a fine-quolity Barn

Paint at a cost per gallon that is considerably lower than what

you have to pay for the same paint if the

Linseed Oil were mixed in at the factory. This

, paint is exceptionally well ground, and is of a

—^^^^ smooth, heavy paste consistency when you

QUART^J receive it. It mixes easily and flows on freely.

LINSEED

OILli GALLON!
FINE QUALITV

Barn paint

You add from 2 to 3 quarts of Linseed Oil to

each gallon of this paint, depending upon the

condition of the surface to which it is to be applied.

In other words, each gallon you buy of this point

actually gives you from l'/2 to 1% gallons of paint

ready for use.

Inasmuch as the proportion of Linseed Oil con-

tained in any barn paint greatly determines the life

and durability of that paint, you actually control the

life and durability of this paint because you yourself

odd the Linseed Oil. With this point you con protect

and beautify your barns tind buildings at a very

moderate cost!

Each Original Gallon when reduced as di-

recfed will Cover from 500 to 550 Sq. Ft. of

surface, 2 Coats, when applied on a surface

in good condition for repainting.
BARM PAINT

Easy to Apply!

Lasts for Years!



EASY TD APPLY . . .

This paint is easy to brush on, covers well

and spreads far. It dries dust-free in

about 8 hours and may be recoated (if

desired) in from 4 to 7 days, depending

upon drying conditions.

TOUGH! DURABLE! . . .

This rugged coating resists wear, weather

and water, and you can depend upon it

for long-lasting beauty and protection.

Your buildings last longer and require

fewer repairs when properly painted.

BRIGHT BEH . . .

Turn to the inside of this folder and

notice how clear, bright and attractive

this finish is. This finish dries smoothly

and has a fine gloss. It's good-looking,

as well as tough and durable.

USE AlVYWHEBE . . .

In addition to barns, this finish is ideal

for fences, outbuildings, garages, sheds,

roofs and other surfaces of either wood

or metal where a rugged, weather-resist-

ing finish is desired.

SEMINOLE
HEAVY- BODIED

BARN
PAINT

CHICAGO PAINTS, INC. - CHICAGO
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